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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are being used
in various applications such as structural health monitoring
and industrial control. Since energy efficiency is one of the
major design factors, the existing WSNs primarily rely on
low-power, low-rate wireless technologies such as 802.15.4 and
Bluetooth. In this paper, by proposing Sensifi, we strive to
tackle the challenges of developing ultra-high-rate WSNs based
on the 802.11 (WiFi) standard. As an illustrative structural
health monitoring application, we consider spacecraft vibration
test and identify system design requirements and challenges.
Our main contributions are as follows. First, we propose
packet encoding methods to reduce the overhead of assigning
accurate timestamps to samples. Second, we propose energy
efficiency methods to enhance the system’s lifetime. Third, to
enhance sampling rate and mitigate sampling rate instability,
we reduce the overhead of processing outgoing packets through
the network stack. Fourth, we study and reduce the delay of
processing time synchronization packets through the network
stack. Fifth, we propose a low-power node design particularly
targeting vibration monitoring. Sixth, we use our node design to
empirically evaluate energy efficiency, sampling rate, and data
rate. We leave large-scale evaluations as future work.
Index Terms—Sensing, 802.11, WiFi, Low-Power, RTOS,
Packet Processing, Vibration Test.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The significant reductions in the cost and energy consumption of microprocessors, wireless transceivers, and sensors
have facilitated the development of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) as well
as applications such as Process Automation (PA), Factory
Automation (FA), and medical monitoring [1]–[5]. WSNs
are being used in SHM applications to monitor spacecraft,
aerial vehicles, high-rise buildings, dams, highways, and
bridges [2], [6]–[8]. In these applications, sensor nodes collect information such as acceleration, ambient vibration, load,
and stress at sampling frequencies usually above 100 Hz [9].
The replacement of cables with wireless links reduces design,
deployment, and maintenance costs. Also, wireless links offer
higher reliability compared to cables that are subject to wear
and tear.
In this paper, we use the term ultra-high-rate to refer to
the systems whose data transmission rate is in the range of
few hundreds of Mbps to a few Gbps. The ultra-high-rate
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of communication is the result of high-rate, high-resolution
sampling. Applications such as FA, Power Systems Automation (PSA), and Power Electronics Control (PEC) are
representative of ultra-high-rate scenarios [10]. A prominent
example of SHM is spacecraft vibration monitoring. These
tests are performed to analyze a spacecraft’s mechanical
durability against the launch’s powerful vibrational forces.
These tests are conducted with a large number of wired
accelerometers (more than 200), simultaneously sampled
by expensive, high-performance Data Acquisition (DAQ)
modules [11]. The large number of nodes and the high
sampling rate (around 50 kHz) result in generating a massive
amount of data that must be collected from the structure. This
results in a disarray of wired connections that make installing
and debugging these sensors an excessively laborious and
time-consuming process. In addition to the setup difficulties,
the extra weight applied to the spacecraft by the cables
can skew vibrational measurement results [12]. The cables
also introduce electrostatic noise that affects data collection
accuracy.
Besides satisfying the high sampling rate required by
these applications, the additional system requirements are: (i)
liveness: collecting data from all the nodes while sampling is
in progress, (ii) scalability: live data collection from a large
number of nodes (e.g., more than 200 in spacecraft monitoring), (iii) energy efficiency: the nodes’ longevity must satisfy
the duration requirement of the experiment, (iv) accuracy:
accurate timestamps must be assigned to the samples, and
(v) reliability: lossless collection of raw samples is required.
Unfortunately, the existing systems do not address these
requirements. We highlight design challenges and the shortcomings of existing systems as follows. First, considering
the energy limitations of sensor nodes, 802.15.4 and 802.15.1
are the primary wireless technologies used in existing works
[13]. Consider a node collecting 12-bit samples at 50 ksps.
This node needs to communicate at 600 kbps, excluding the
overhead of the samples’ timestamps; hence, the 250 kbps
data rate provided by the 802.15.4 standard is less than the
communication demand of one node. Similarly, the wireless
technologies used in current industrial networks, such as
WirelessHART [14], WIA-PA [15], ISA 100 [16], WSANFA/IO-Link [17], and WISA [18] cannot be used for ultrahigh-rate sensing applications. Second, the liveness require-
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ment is not satisfied if samples are stored in the main memory
or a memory card and then transferred whenever the user
requests for data delivery [19]–[22]. For example, spacecraft
vibration tests require live response monitoring, identifying
malfunctioning nodes, and making adjustments to the test
configuration parameters. Besides, frequent placement and
removal of nodes in hard-to-access areas are not desirable.
Third, compression and in-network processing methods are
lossy and cannot be used in scenarios where raw data collection is required to implement various data analysis methods [7], [23]. Furthermore, the compression level provided
by these methods is not enough to adapt low-rate wireless
technologies for ultra-high-rate applications. Also, the high
processing overhead of these compression algorithms causes
a considerable interruption in sample collection. Fourth,
variations of inter-sample delay make assigning accurate
timestamps to samples more challenging, and achieving
sampling rate stability is particularly difficult in ultra-highrate applications. Running additional tasks on the processor
causes interruptions of sample collection and variations of
the sampling rate. Therefore, the effect of running additional
tasks, such as packet processing and wireless transmission,
must be minimized. The existing work has identified this
challenge; however, they do not offer a comprehensive evaluation or mitigation of these problems [20], [24].
In this paper, we propose Sensifi, a system based on
802.11 (WiFi) standard for ultra-high-rate sensing applications. Towards tackling the underlying challenges of developing this system, the main contributions of this paper are
as follows: First (§IV), we show that assigning accurate
timestamps (sub − µs accuracy) to samples introduces a
significant overhead and wastes precious payload bytes and
wireless communication bandwidth. Considering the distribution of inter-sample intervals, we propose three encoding methods to reduce payload overhead. These methods
achieve various levels of payload efficiency and execution
time. By reducing the amount of data sent per node, we
enhance system scalability and reduce the nodes’ energy
consumption to transmit the collected samples. Second (§V),
we propose methods to reduce the energy consumption of
nodes during their inactivity periods. In particular, since
the 802.11 transceiver is the primary energy consumption
source, we study two energy-efficiency methods: periodic
association with the Access Point (AP), and extended-period
beacon reception. We also propose and empirically evaluate mechanisms to enhance the energy efficiency of these
methods further. Depending on the application scenario,
the proposed methods and configurations can be used to
achieve the desired energy-delay tradeoff. Third (§VI), we
show that preparing and processing outgoing packets by the
network stacks introduce a non-negligible delay that must
be minimized to increase sampling rate and stability. Our
work reveals that bypassing transport layer processing is
essential to minimize the effect of packet processing on
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sampling rate, and this bypassing also translates into the
higher performance of timestamp encoding. Fourth (§VII),
we present a thorough study of time synchronization and
identify the challenges caused by network stack complexity.
We place the time synchronization function in the 802.11
subsystem, between the packet decoding logic and driver,
and confirm that the maximum error is bounded by 0.25 µs.
Fifth (§VIII), we present a modular, low-power node design.
This node is capable of collecting 16-bit samples at rates up
to 500 ksps. Therefore, it enables us to measure sampling
rate variations, study the impact of packet processing on the
sampling rate, and evaluate energy consumption. Compared
with the existing works that rely on TinyOS [7], [24], [25],
Linux [26]–[28], or theoretical performance analysis [29],
[30], our hardware platform supports the two widely-used
Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOSes) targeting resourceconstrained devices: FreeRTOS [31], [32] and ThreadX [33],
[34]. Also, we use the network stacks available for these
RTOSes, namely, LwIP [35], NetX [36], and NetXDuo [37].
Therefore, a unique aspect of our work is identifying and
tackling the underlying challenges of using these tools for
developing ultra-high-rate applications. Sixth (§IX), using
our node design, we empirically evaluate various aspects of
the system and demonstrate the performance enhancements
achieved with the proposed methods. However, we leave
large-scale throughput evaluation of the system as future
work. The methods proposed in this paper can be employed
for developing WSN systems for applications such as PA,
FA, Building Automation System (BAS), intra-vehicle communication, and Wireless Avionics Intra-Communications
(WAIC).
II. S AMPLE A PPLICATION S CENARIO
Although the proposed system can be used in various ultrahigh-rate sensing applications, we overview spacecraft vibration monitoring to identify and clarify the unique challenges
of this application and frame our system design.
Spacecraft vibration test monitoring is a SHM application
that requires live, ultra-high-rate data collection from a large
number of nodes (usually more than 200) [38], [39]. The
main objective of this test is to excite components, subsystems, and nonstructural hardware that respond to the launch
environments. The spacecraft is attached to a large shake
table, and then, accelerometers are mounted. This process
is referred to as the mounting phase or Idle phase because
nodes do not perform sampling during this phase. This phase
is the most laborious and time-consuming step of the process.
Each sensor has a short wire with a connector attached at the
end. Engineers at Space Systems Loral (SSL) have informed
us that depending on sensor placements, partial disassembly
of the satellite may occur to facilitate the sensor’s placement
in the exact locations needed to collect data. From there,
longer cables are run from the sensors to the DAQ. The
mounting process can take between one to two weeks to
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attach the devices before the test is started. The cables have
to be carefully mounted to the spacecraft for two primary
reasons: avoid damage to the spacecraft during the test, and
prevent significant changes to the spacecraft’s load properties.
The latter is critical because if one wants to add more sensors
to study the system better, the added weight may alter the
system’s load properties, which is in direct opposition to
the test’s goal. This is because the more sensors added,
the more likely the results are not representative of the
realistic properties of the spacecraft [12]. Given that each
cable performs slightly differently and has a unique transfer
function, an individual profile needs to be generated so that
these differences can be calibrated out. This wired solution
is costly and lacks versatility.
After the mounting phase, each sensor has to be manually
verified. Verification is critical because engineers need to
ensure that all sensors are functioning properly before the test
is conducted. After verification, the tests begin. This process
is referred to as the Sampling phase. During the test, sensors
are sampled continuously for 20 to 40 minutes.
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Fig. 1. (a) The operational phases of the overall system. (b) The operational
phases of nodes. Since the transition time of nodes varies depending on
energy efficiency configuration, transition periods exist from the overall
system’s perspective. These transition periods are named Idle to Alert (I2A)
and Alert to Sampling (A2S).

III. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
The system’s three primary components are nodes, AP,
and a server. Each node is a wireless sensor device capable of sampling, processing, and wireless communication.
AP receives packets from nodes and forwards them to the
server. The server coordinates network operation, decodes the
received packets, processes the collected data, and generates
time synchronization packets.
The basic components of a node are sensor (an accelerometer in our node design), Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC), processor, and wireless transceiver. The ADC used
in our node design is capable of sampling at up to 500 ksps
and is interfaced with the processor using Serial Peripheral
Interface (SPI) bus. The System on a Chip (SoC) is based
on CYW54907 [40], which supports 802.11ac. This SoCs
includes two ARM-Cortex R4 processors, one processor is
dedicated to the application subsystem, and the other one is
assigned to the wireless subsystem. The former subsystem
runs user code and the latter runs 802.11 firmware to handle time-critical tasks such as backoff and acknowledgment
packet generation. We discuss hardware design in §VIII.
Considering the complexities of 802.11 standard, in this
paper, we show that using various power saving modes are
necessary to facilitate system development for a wide range
of applications. We refer to these power saving modes as Idle
and Alert, where the former achieves higher energy efficiency
while its responsiveness to incoming messages is slower than
that of the latter. We will explain these in §V.
With regard to the vibration monitoring application (§II),
Figure 1 presents the operational phases of the system.
We detail Figure 1(a) as follows. During the mounting
phase, which may last between one to two weeks, nodes
are mounted on the spacecraft. Before mounting each node,

the node is powered on and enters the Idle phase. Once a
node receives the Alert Command from the server, the node
transitions into the Alert phase and waits to receive a Start
Sampling command from the server to start the Sampling
phase. Figure 1(b) shows this transition for three nodes. Since
the nodes transition from the Idle phase to the Alert phase
at different times, there is a transition period for the system
to ensure all the nodes are in the Alert phase. This delay is
referred to as the Idle to Alert (I2A) transition. Similarly,
there exist an Alert to Sampling (A2S) transition period.
Depending on the energy efficiency mode employed (§V),
I2A duration varies between a few seconds to a few minutes;
whereas, A2S varies between a few hundreds of milliseconds
to a few seconds.
The different energy efficiency methods used during the
Idle phase and Alert phase justify the need for a lowcost transition from the Idle phase to the Sampling phase.
Specifically, if we send a Start Sampling command to the
nodes in the Idle phase, they start sampling at time instances
that may be up to a few minutes apart. Therefore, while
some nodes are consuming higher energy to collect and
transmit samples, the rest are still in low-power mode; and
this results in partial system monitoring and energy waste
by some nodes. Considering the high energy consumption
of nodes during the Sampling phase, we need to ensure all
the nodes start the Sampling phase almost synchronously,
however, this is not possible considering the deep sleep mode
used during the Idle phase. Therefore, we use an intermediate
energy efficiency method—the Alert phase—to minimize the
intervals between the instances the nodes transition into the
Sampling phase.
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t1: Timestamp of Sample 1

function main_thread()
n = 0 /* initialize packet sequence number */
while sampling phase do
n=n+1
for i = 0 ; i < s ; i + + do
/* s is the maximum number of samples per
packet. We refer to s as sampling
batch size
*/
T [i] = get_nanosec_clock()
S[i] = get_ADC_sample() /* 2 bytes
*/
if i > 0 then
I[i] = T [i] − T [i − 1] /* calculate
inter-sample interval
*/
intv_freq_count(I[s], H[s], used) /* calculate
repetitions per inter-sample interval
*/
intv_freq_ranking(H[s], used)/* rank
inter-sample intervals based on
repetitions
*/
packet_encoding(H[s], count, S[s], I[s], pkt)
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Fig. 3. Sample collection from ADC. Both the conversion time of ADC and
sample transfer time affect inter-sample intervals. Also, further variations of
inter-sample intervals occur when the processor switches between tasks.

IV. S AMPLING AND PACKET E NCODING
The server collecting samples must be able to accurately
reconstruct the signals measured by the nodes. If samples are
collected at equidistant intervals, one timestamp per packet
can specify the timestamps of all the samples included in the
packet. However, there are variations in sampling intervals;
hence, including one timestamp per packet reduces the timing
accuracy of the measurement event. On the other hand,
assigning a per-sample timestamp introduces a significant
overhead.
In this section, we propose methods for efficient and
lossless compression of timestamps. Although these methods
are application-agnostic, they are tailored for the packet size
limitation of 802.11. In addition to compression efficiency, we
also consider execution time as an important design metric
to minimize the effect of encoding on sampling rate.

packet_preparation(pkt)
packet_send(pkt)
return

The Idle and Alert phases can be used to develop various
802.11-based WSNs. For example, for an application that
requires periodical sampling of a structure at long intervals,
the above three phases can be used, as Figure 2(a) shows. For
applications where the interval between Sampling phases is
short, only the Alert phase can be used to enhance the energy
efficiency of the system, as Figure 2(b) shows.
Algorithm 1 presents the operation of a node during the
Sampling phase. Each node performs sampling, encoding,
and packet transmission sequentially. These operations repeat
until the Stop Sampling command is received from the server.
The sampling task communicates with the ADC to collect s
samples (lines 4 to 9). We refer to s as the sampling batch
size. The collected samples and timestamps are then encoded
to reduce the overhead of timestamp assignment. This is
achieved by first calculating repetitions per inter-sample
interval (line 10), and then ranking inter-sample intervals
based on repetitions (line 11). We detail packet encoding
in §IV. Next, the proper data structures are allocated to the
packet (line 13), and then the packet is processed by the
communication protocol stack (line 14). We discuss packet
creation and processing in §VI.

A. Sampling Interval Variations
In this section, we focus on inter-sample intervals from two
points of view: ADC’s sample conversion time and the delay
of transferring a sample from the ADC to the processor. The
design of Successive Approximation Register (SAR) ADCs
includes an internal switched-capacitor Digital to Analog
Converter (DAC), also known as charge redistribution DAC.
The DAC uses capacitors to store the voltage at the input and
uses a switch to disconnect the capacitors from the input [41].
The switched-capacitor structure’s conversion time scales
exponentially with the resolution of ADC. Besides resolution,
the amount of time to hold the capacitor value, impedance
of the internal analog multiplexer, output impedance of the
analog source, and the switch impedance are the factors
impacting ADC’s conversion time. In addition to conversion
time, the amount of time required to transfer a sample from
the ADC to the processor may vary. Figure 3(a) presents
the process of sample collection from ADC. At the time t1 ,
and right before collecting the first sample, the processor
collects the timestamp for Sample 1. The processor then
triggers a pin of the ADC, at which point the ADC starts
the conversion. Once the ADC finishes the conversion, the
SPI communication starts to transfer the converted sample
from the ADC to the SoC.
To measure variations of inter-sample intervals (i.e., differences among t2 − t1 , t3 − t2 , etc.), we placed a node
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Fig. 4. Distribution of sampling interval under different sample frequency.
(a): Sampling rate 100 ksps. (b): Sampling rate 500 ksps. For these experiments, the only task being run by the nodes is sampling. Nearly 99% of
the intervals are within four to six classes, and the remaining 1% of the
intervals are distributed among several classes. It is worth mentioning that
we observed similar distributions versus temperature variations.

inside a controlled temperature chamber and used a highaccuracy logic analyzer to capture inter-sample intervals. For
these experiments, only the sampling task is run by the
node; this means the processor runs a thread responsible
for triggering the ADC and transferring samples from the
ADC to the processor. Figure 4 shows inter-sample intervals.
For 100 ksps, we observe up to 0.11 µs variations around the
mean value of 10 µs, and for 500 ksps, the variations are up
to 0.016 µs around the mean value of 2 µs. Considering the
25 ns timing precision provided by the logic analyzer, nearly
99% of the intervals are within four to six classes for both
sampling rates. The other 1% of the intervals are distributed
among several classes.
Based on these observations, considering inter-sample variations is a crucial factor to improve timestamp encoding
efficiency. If we include only one timestamp per packet,
these errors accumulate as more samples are included in the
packet. For example, when sampling at 500 ksps, for a packet
including 500 samples, the error of the timestamp inferred
for the last sample is about 8 µs. This error is about 55 µs
for 100 ksps.
The inter-sample intervals reported in this section are irrespective of the load of the processor. However, as Figure 3(b)
shows, switching to other tasks exacerbates the variations of
inter-sample intervals. In §VI-B, we will demonstrate and
mitigate the effect of running other tasks (such as packet
processing) on the variations of inter-sample intervals. It
is also important to note that the inter-sample variations
reported in this section are pertaining to the specific hardware
components used in our node design (§VIII). Mitigation or
elimination of inter-sample variations via hardware design is
out of the scope of this work and is left as future work.
B. Encoding Methods
1) Baseline: Our baseline method refers to assigning a
timestamp per sample without applying any encoding. We
discuss two baseline methods as follows.
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Fig. 5. Packet formats of various timestamp encoding methods. (a) Packet
format with an 8 byte timestamp per sample (Baseline-8B). (b) Packet
format with an 6 byte timestamp per sample (Baseline-6B). (c) Packet format
using Interval Encoding (IENC). (d) Packet format using Outlier Encoding
(OENC) where 2 bytes are assigned to each outlier. (e) Packet format with
Differential Outlier Encoding (D-OENC) where 1 byte is assigned to each
outlier.

The SoC provides a nanosecond timer that can be read
into an 8-byte variable. Figure 5(a) shows the baseline packet
format where an 8-byte timestamp is added per sample. Each
sample is 2 bytes. Seq# is the packet sequence number. Considering the 1472-byte Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU),
we can include a maximum of 147 samples per packet, which
means 80% of the payload is occupied by timestamps. We
refer to this method as Baseline-8B, as demonstrated in
Figure 5(a).
The time duration provided by an 8-byte, nanosecondgranularity variable is over 500 years, which is more than
what is required in real-world applications. Assuming time
synchronization is only required during the Sampling phase,
a 60-minutes Sampling duration requires 42 bits to provide
nanosecond timing accuracy. Therefore, we use a 6-byte
nanosecond timestamp, which wraps around every 78 hours.
With a 6-byte timestamp, we can include a maximum of 183
samples per packet, introducing a 75% overhead per packet
for timestamps. We refer to this method as Baseline-6B, as
demonstrated in Figure 5(b).
To reduce the overhead of adding timestamps and increase
the number of samples sent per packet, we present three
lossless encoding methods and compare their performance
against the baselines, as follows.
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Fig. 6. Packet size comparison across the three encoding methods. X-axis
represents the number of classes in a batch of samples (s). Note that the
x-axis increments by the power of 2.

2) Interval Encoding (IENC): The basic idea is to encode
sampling interval classes into an index table. The overhead
of timestamp encoding varies based on the distribution of
the interval classes. Figure 5(c) shows the packet format
of this encoding method. The two main tables used for
timestamp encoding are Time-stamp Table (TST) and Timestamp Indexing Table (TIT). The Time-stamp Table (TST)
includes the classes of sample conversion intervals, and each
interval is encoded with 2 bytes (instead of 8 bytes). The total
number of interval classes is denoted by the variable c. Each
interval is represented as a coefficient of 1 ns, and the number
of bits required to represent each class is k. Two variables
c and k are used to inform the server about the size of the
table to decode. For each sample S[i] where i > 1, there is
a corresponding entry in the TIT that refers to an entry of
TST. Since TST has c entries, each entry in the TIT is log2 c
bits. With this, the TIT specifies the interval between each
pair of consecutive samples. Base Time is the nanosecond
timestamp of the first sample in the packet.
Figure 6 shows the theoretical comparison of packet size
using different encoding methods. The x-axis of sub-figures
(a) and (b) represent the number of possible interval classes
considering 256- and 512-sample batches, respectively. Comparing with the baseline methods (horizontal lines), IENC
reduces payload overhead by at least 48% compared to
Baseline-8B and 35.6% compared to Baseline-6B.
With 512-sample batches, IENC hits the payload constraint
when more than 12.5% of the intervals are unique. When
reaching the payload limitation, IENC stops processing the
TST and encodes the samples into two 256-sample packets.
Notice that these two sub-divided packets have their own
Base Time, TIT, and TST to ensure a packet loss would not
influence the other one. We use the Type field to notify the
server if this packet was sub-divided. The value 0 means only
one packet, value 1 means the first of two packets, and value
2 represents the second of two packets.
To further improve encoding efficiency, we note that IENC
does not consider the repetitions of interval classes. We rely
on this observation and propose two encoding methods, as
follows.

3) Outlier Encoding (OENC): This method leverages the
statistical pattern of the classes to reduce encoding overhead.
Figure 4 shows that a few classes include the majority of the
intervals. We refer to these classes as C1 through C7. For
example, in most 512-sample batches, only 6 intervals are
outside of these major classes. We use this observation to
further reduce the TIT size. Figure 5(d) shows the packet
format used by OENC. The basic idea is to reduce TIT size
by using a 3-bit index for each sample. This method uses a
fixed TIT size instead of letting the size grow by the number
of interval classes. In the TIT, there is a 3 bit index for each
sample; therefore the size of TIT is s × 3 bits. Index values
000 through 110 refer to C1 through C7. If the index of a
sample is 111, it means the interval is an outlier and must be
found in the TST. For each index value 111 in the TIT, there
is a corresponding outlier value in the TST. In other words,
the number of entries with index value 111 in the TIT is the
same as the number of entries in TST. The TST Size field is
used to inform the server about the size of TST.
Figure 6 shows that OENC reduces packet payload size by
at least 56% compared to Baseline-8B and 45% compared
to Baseline-6B. Compared to IENC, the reduction is about
8% with the maximum number of outliers. OENC hits the
payload constraint when more than 23% of the intervals in
a 512-sample batch are unique. Once it reaches the limit,
OENC stops processing the TST and sub-divides the samples
into two packets. These two packets create their own C1 to
C7, TST, TST size, and the TIT field values. Figure 6(a)
shows that OENC’s worst case scenario with 256 samples
consumes 1132 bytes, which is within the payload limit. As
Figure 5(d) shows, TIT always consumes 96 and 192 bytes of
the payload for 256- and 512-sample batches, respectively;
whereas, TST grows as the variations of sampling intervals
increase. In the worst case, OENC’s TST field occupies about
46% of the payload, which is the second-largest payload
consumption field after the samples field.
4) Differential Outlier Encoding (D-OENC): This method
uses lossless compression of TST to reduce the number of
bits required to encode each outlier. Instead of encoding
actual interval values, we encode a signed number to indicate
the difference between each outlier and the first majority
class, i.e., C1. In other words, we encode the difference
between the expected value and perceived value. This signed
number represents the difference as a multiple of clock
accuracy (one nanosecond). For example, if an inter-sample
interval I[i] is an outlier, the TST entry corresponding to
this outlier is I[i] − I[C1], where I[C1] is the inter-sample
interval of class C1. Figure 5(e) presents the packet format.
Regarding performance, Figure 6 shows that D-OENC’s
packet payload size is reduced by at least 66% compared
to Baseline-8B and 57% compared to Baseline-6B. This is a
9% reduction compared with OENC when all the outliers are
unique. In addition, D-OENC hits payload constraint when
more than 47% of the intervals are unique with 512-sample
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Algorithm 2: Interval Classification Algorithm
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25

function intv_freq_count(I[s], H[s], used)
used = 0 /* consumed array space
packet count = 1 /* number of packets

*/
*/
/* generate interval frequency hash table */
for i = 0 ; i < s ; i + + do
if used < payload limit then
for j = 0 ; j < s ; j + + do
if i == 0 then
H[used].value = I[i]
H[used].count = 1
break
else if j > used then
used + +
H[used].value = I[i]
H[used].count = 1
break
else
if H[j] == I[i] then
H[j].count + +
break
else
packet count = 2
break
/* only for IENC and OENC
if packet count == 2 then
generate the interval frequency hash table with s/2
return H[s],used

*/

batches. Once it reaches the limitation, D-OENC simply
splits the 512 samples into two packets. As Figure 6(b)
shows, D-OENC’s worst-case scenario with a 512-sample
batch consumes 1741 bytes. When split into two packets,
each packet consumes 1229 bytes, well within the payload
limit.

C. Interval Classification Algorithm
We use the hash table as a simple and effective method to
count the frequency of sampling intervals, as demonstrated in
Algorithm 2. In our implementation, we only use stack memory to avoid the computation time uncertainty of dynamic
memory. The variable used keeps track of the consumed
array space by the number of classes. Line 5 shows that
when the number of classes reaches the payload limit,
the algorithm breaks the loop and recomputes the hash
table with half of the samples. This recomputing process
happens with IENC and OENC only. After generating the
frequency hash table H[s], we use this table to compute
the probability distribution of sampling intervals. Function
intv_freq_ranking() is used to find the top seven
classes—C1 through C7. The function computation time is
based on the size of the consumed portion of H[s], which
is O(used). Only OENC and D-OENC use this function to
rank the top seven classes.

(a) 256-Sample Batch

(b) 512-Sample Batch

Fig. 7. Empirical evaluation of the execution time of the proposed encoding
methods. The processor is an ARM-Cortex R4 operating at 160 MHz. The
numbers next to box plots represent mean values. IENC shows the largest
variations because the chance of breaking a batch of samples into two
packets is the highest with this encoding method. D-OENC achieves the
minimum execution time among the three methods.

D. Execution Time
Figure 7 shows the empirical evaluation of execution time.
The IENC computation time is more than 5x and 7x longer
than OENC and D-OENC when using 256- and 512-sample
batches, respectively. This is mainly because the number of
interval classes impacts IENC’s computation time linearly,
causing these large variations. Using 512-sample batches,
IENC hits the packet payload limit when more than 12.5% of
the intervals are unique (64 interval classes). This situation
results in encoding the samples into two packets, which
requires IENC to recompute the hash table. The OENC
method performs a similar operation when more than 23% of
the intervals are unique. However, D-OENC does not need
to recompute the hash table when splitting into two packets
is required.
As Algorithm 1 shows, during the Sampling phase,
each node sequentially performs sampling, encoding, packet
preparation, and transmission. Therefore, a shorter encoding
period is essential to achieve a stable and higher sampling
rate. When the sampling rate is 100 ksps, these results show
that IENC, OENC, and D-OENC result in missing about 49,
9, and 6 samples after collecting each 256-sample batch.
When the batch size is 512, these values are 236, 30, and
15 samples. In summary, the results presented in Figures 6
and 7 confirm the superiority of D-OENC in terms of packet
size efficiency and execution duration. When the batch size
increases from 256 to 512, the execution time of D-OENC
shows a 147% increase. Although using the smaller batch
seems to be more efficient, we show in §IX that using the
larger batch results in higher sampling efficiency.
E. Compression Ratio
This section compares the proposed algorithms versus a
set of well-known lossless algorithms that use the static
dictionary and adaptive dictionary techniques. Specifically,
we consider the followings:
• Lempel-Ziv algorithms: Sliding Window LZ77 (zlib)
and Dictionary Based LZ78 (lzw) [42],
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development of various 802.11-based applications, regardless
of the hardware platform used.
A. Energy Efficiency Methods

(a) 256-Samples Batch

(b) 512-Samples Batch
Fig. 8. Comparing the compression ratio of the proposed algorithms versus
standard lossless compression algorithms. The x-axes represent the number
of the timestamp interval classes in a batch of (a) 256- and (b) 512-samples.

Markov modeling following by arithmetic coding: Prediction with Partial Match (ppmd) [42],
• Burrows-Wheeler Transform (bzip2) [43],
• Lempel–Ziv–Markov chain algorithm: standard (lzma)
and advanced (lzham) [44].
The datasets used in examining the algorithms include timestamps, and we consider a various number of classes in 256and 512-sample batches. Figure 8 presents the empirical evaluation of the compression ratio. One of the unique features of
the proposed algorithms is to encode the non-repetitiveness
of timestamps as inter-sample intervals. And for D-OENC,
it encodes the differences between expected and realized
intervals between timestamps. The results demonstrate that
the proposed algorithms benefit from encoding intervals
and achieve a higher compression ratio with fewer classes.
Because of the non-repetitiveness of timestamps, the standard
lossless algorithms can only achieve a maximum compression
ratio of 1.87 and 2.02 for 256- and 512-sample batches,
respectively. Whereas, the proposed algorithms can achieve
compression ratios up to 24 and 27 for 256- and 512-sample
batches. Even with cases where all the sample intervals are
unique, the proposed D-OENC method achieves a maximum
compression ratio of 6.15 and 6.27 for 256- and 512-sample
batches, respectively.
•

V. R EDUCING E NERGY C ONSUMPTION D URING THE
I DLE AND A LERT P HASES
Achieving energy-delay tradeoffs with the 802.11 standard is more complicated than low-power standards such as
802.15.4 and 802.15.1. This is specifically because 802.11
stations need to periodically receive the beacons sent by the
AP, or reassociate with the AP when they need to communicate. Considering these challenges, we propose two methods
for establishing energy-delay tradeoffs and facilitating the

We detail two energy efficiency methods in this section:
periodic association, and extended-period beacon reception.
1) Periodic Association: In this method, each node periodically wakes up and associates with the AP, checks for a
pending command from the server, and then either returns to
an off mode (if no pending command) or transitions into the
requested mode. The periodic association is triggered by a
timer that fires every tp seconds to perform the association.
The energy consumed per second is computed as follows:


Ē = Pasc × Dasc + Pof f × (tp − Dasc ) /tp
(1)
for Dasc < tp
where Pasc refers to the average power consumed during
the association process, and Dasc is the duration of the
association process (the time it takes for the node to associate
with an AP). Pof f is power consumption during the off mode.
Although a node’s energy consumption can be reduced by
increasing tp , it is also possible to enhance energy efficiency
by improving the association process. We utilize two methods
to reduce this energy. (i) Specific Association: During the association process, a node sends probe packets on all channels
to discover nearby APs. To avoid this overhead, we program
the MAC address and channel of the AP into the node’s
driver. This allows each node to directly send an association
request to the intended AP, thereby reducing probing overhead. Resilience against interference and association failures
can be provided by adding a channel scan method to the
nodes’ embedded software. Specifically, suppose a node fails
to connect to the AP over the programmed channel. In
that case, it switches to the scan mode to determine the
new operational channel of the AP. This new channel is
then programmed into the driver to be used in subsequent
associations. (ii) Pairwise Master Key (PMK) Offloading:
During the association process between a node and the AP,
the node needs to establish a secure channel with the AP, and
this entails generating a PMK, which is a process-intensive
task. Using the driver’s APIs, we offload this key generation
process to the application subsystem and then transfer the
key to the wireless subsystem.
2) Extended-Period Beacon Reception: In this method,
as soon as a node is turned on, it is associated with the
AP. To ensure low-power operation while maintaining association, we employ Power Save Mode (PSM), which is
the fundamental power saving mechanism supported by the
802.11 standard. With PSM, an associated node wakes up
every 102.4 ms to receive a beacon packet from the AP.
When there is a buffered packet for a node, the AP sets
a flag (per node) in the beacon packet to inform the node
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that it must request for the delivery of the buffered packet.
Although the standard wake-up interval used by commercial
APs is 102.4 ms, we can use a longer interval to reduce
the overhead of beacon reception further. We refer to this
method as extended-period beacon reception. To this end,
we modified the PSM configuration in the driver (of nodes)
to extend the default listen interval by a factor of l. We refer
to l as the listen interval coefficient. With this method, the
energy consumed per second is calculated as follows:

Transition delay: tp

First node received
the command packet

Dasc

Last node received
the command packet
n1

…

n2

ni

…

n2

n1

ni

time

tp

Command packet generated

(a)
Transition delay:

1) ⇥ Dasc

(N
n1

n2

…

ni

n1

n2

…

Last node received
the command packet

ni

time


Ē = Pbcn ×




Dbcn
Dbcn
+ Pslp × 1 −
l × 0.1024
l × 0.1024
(2)

where Pbcn and Pslp are power consumption during beacon
reception and sleep modes, respectively, Dbcn is the duration
of a beacon reception, and l is the coefficient of the listen
interval used by the node. Note that Dbcn includes the
duration a node waits in receive mode to receive a beacon,
as well as the actual duration of beacon packet reception.

First node received the command packet

tp

Command packet generated

(b)

Fig. 9. Transition delay of periodic association method. (a) Without applying
time synchronization, the transition period is tp −Dasc . (b) By coordinating
the association time of nodes, the transition period is reduced to (N − 1) ×
Dasc in a network including N nodes.
l ⇥ 0.1024

Command packet generated

AP

time
First node received the command packet

n1

time

B. Transition Delay
Using the periodic association method, although a larger
value of tp results in a deeper sleep mode, the larger
value also affects the nodes’ responsiveness to commands.
Assuming the command packet sent by the server can be
generated at any time, the delay of command reception by
a node is a uniform random variable in the range [0, tp ]
second. Using the extended-period beacon reception method,
the delay of receiving the command is a uniform random
variable in the range [0, l × 0.1024] second. We introduce
a definition of transition delay that makes it independent
of command packet generation instance: transition delay is
defined as the interval between the time instances the first
and last node in the network receive a command packet.
When using the periodic association method, Figure 9(a)
shows that the transition delay is tp −Dasc . For periodic association, the wake-up instance of the nodes can be coordinated
if they are time-synchronized. Although it is desirable to
allow all the nodes to associate with the AP concurrently, this
results in channel access contention, extends the association
duration, and increases the nodes’ energy consumption. An
alternative approach is to time synchronize the nodes and
serialize their associations, as Figure 9(b) demonstrates. For
a system including N nodes, this method reduces transition
delay to (N − 1) × Dasc . For this method, a clock accuracy
of up to a few tens of milliseconds would suffice. Each node
synchronizes its clock with the server at each association
instance.
For the extended-period beacon reception method, the
server can issue the command right before all the nodes’
wake-up instance. However, although each node wakes up
every l × 0.1024 second, their wake-up instances are not
synchronized; therefore, transition delay equals (l − 1) ×

n2

time
Last node received the command packet

ni

time
Transition delay: (l

(a)

l ⇥ 0.1024

1) ⇥ 0.1024

Command packet generated

AP

time
First beacon packet received after association

bi+3
n1

Association
In Progress

bi

bi+1

First node received
the command packet

bi+2

time

Enforcing listen interval
ni

Last node received
the command packet

l ⇥ 0.1024

time
All the nodes receive command packet at the same time
Transition delay is almost 0

(b)

Fig. 10. Transition delay of extended-period beacon reception method. (a)
Without synchronizing the wake-up instance of nodes, transition duration is
(l−1)×0.1024. (b) Transition delay reduces to almost zero by coordinating
the wake-up time of all the nodes.

0.1024. This is demonstrated in Figure 10(a). We employ the
following method to tackle this challenge. Once each node
associates with the AP, the server informs the node about
the sequence number of the initial beacon (binit ) packet,
where bi = binit + k × l, k ∈ N represents the beacon
instances that must be received by all the nodes. Assume
a node associates with the AP and receives beacon number
bi . If bi = binit + k × l, the node immediately enforces listen
interval coefficient l. Otherwise, the node uses l = 1 until
min(binit + k × l), where bi < binit + k × l and k ∈ N.
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Excessive Variations
in Wake-up Duration

(a) Periodic Association

(b) Extended-Period Beacon Reception

interference or low link quality, the listen interval coefficient
must be carefully adjusted based on the characteristics of the
802.11 transceiver used.
It is worth noting that in this paper, we relied on the energy
efficiency methods available by 802.11ac. The subsequent
of 802.11ac, known as 802.11ax, provides a new feature
called Target Wake-up Time (TWT), which allows stations to
negotiate recurring wake-up instances with the AP. We leave
the utilization of this method for achieving energy-latency
trade-offs as future work.

Fig. 11. Empirical energy evaluation of SoC. These results were collected
in an interference-free environment.

D. Energy Efficiency Parameters
Then, the node starts enforcing the listen interval coefficient
l. For example, in Figure 10(b), after the association of node
n1 is complete, this node keeps receiving beacons bi through
bi+3 . Once beacon bi+3 is received, the node enforces the
listen interval coefficient l. In the worst case scenario where
a node completes its association right after receiving beacon
bi = binit + k × l, the node needs to receive l beacons before
enforcing listen interval. With this method, the transition
delay is negligible.
C. Energy Comparison
Figure 11 shows the empirical measurement of energy
consumption per second by the SoC (CYW54907) for the
two proposed methods. For these results, we first measured
the duration and energy consumption of various operations,
and then used Equations 1 and 2. Since the energy consumed
during the association process is high (Pasc = 1.2 J for
Specific Association w/PMK), a long association period (tp )
is required to achieve a reasonable level of energy efficiency.
With beacon listen interval coefficient l = 10, the energy
consumed per second is 0.00205 J, as Figure 11(b) shows.
The same level of energy efficiency requires tp = 593 when
using the Specific Association w/PMK method, confirmed by
Figure 11(a).
Although the extended-period beacon reception method
seems to outperform the periodic association method, we
noticed that as the listen interval coefficient increases, nodes
become more sensitive to beacon loss. Specifically, with a
larger listen interval coefficient, a beacon loss results in
longer energy consumed per beacon reception instance. For
example, we noticed that l > 10 triggers this behavior
with CYW54907. We tried different hardware platforms
(BCM4343W, CYW43455, CYW43364) and observed that
various transceivers demonstrate such behavior for different
listen interval threshold levels. For example, BCM4343W
reveals this behavior for l > 50. By investigating the 802.11
firmware, we observed that the link quality measurement
algorithm requires receiving a certain number of beacons
per unit time to measure link quality to the AP. Therefore,
in environments where beacon loss may happen due to

In this section, considering the energy efficiency methods
given in §V, we present models for configuring tp and l.
These models can be leveraged for the design of various
802.11-based applications.
Considering the scenario given in Figure 1, the following
inequality must hold to satisfy the energy-efficiency requirement:
Eidl (tidl ) + Ei2a (ti2a ) + Ealt (talt ) + Ea2s (ta2s )
+Esmp (tsmp ) < Ebat × 80%

(3)

Subject to : 1 ≤ l ≤ 10 and Dasc < tp

where Eidl (·), Ei2a (·), Ealt (·), Ea2s (·), and Esmp (·) are
functions to compute the energy consumed during the Idle
phase, I2A transition, Alert phase, A2S transition, and Sampling phase, respectively. Ebat is the total available energy
of the battery, and we assume only 80% of the battery
capacity can be used. In the rest of this section, we assume
Ea2s (ta2s ) = 0 as we showed in §V. Considering the energy
efficiency models given in §V, we extend Inequality 3 as
follows:
 !
× (tp − Dasc ) /tp +


tidl ×

Pasc × Dasc + Pof f
{z

|

}
!

(a) Idle phase

Dbcn
Dbcn
) + Pslp (1 −
) +
0.1024
0.1024
|
{z
}
(b) Alert phase: Enforcing Listen Interval l
!
Dbcn
(N − 1) × Dasc − (l × 0.1024) × Pbcn (
)+
l × 0.1024
|
{z
}
(c) Alert phase: I2A transition of other nodes
!
Dbcn
Pslp × (1 −
)
+
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|
{z
}
(l × 0.1024) ×

Pbcn (

(c) Alert phase: I2A transition of other nodes (continued)

(l × 0.1024) ×

Pbcn × (

|

{z

Dbcn
) +
l × 0.1024
}

(d) Alert phase: Enforcing Listen Interval l by last node
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Dbcn
Pslp × (1 −
)
l × 0.1024
|
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}

+

(d) Alert phase: Enforcing Listen Interval l by last node (continued)

tsmp × Ēsmp
|
{z
}

(e) Sampling phase

< 0.8 × Ebat

Subject to : 1 ≤ l ≤ 10 and Dasc < tp
(4)
We detail this model as follows. We assume the periodic association method is used during Idle phase, and the
extended-period beacon reception is used during the Alert
phase. This is because the periodic association method can be
used to achieve a deeper sleep mode. Eidl (tidl ) = tidl × Ēidl ,
where Ēidl is computed in Equation 1, as demonstrated in
Equation 4(a). Once the first node transitioned into the Alert
phase, it takes (N −1)×Dasc seconds for the rest of the nodes
to complete their transition. During this transition duration,
the energy consumed by the node can be computed using
Equation 2. However, note that the node may need up to
l × 0.1024 seconds before enforcing the listen interval l,
as discussed in §V. The energy consumed in this mode is
computed as (l × 0.1024) × Ēalt , where Ēalt is computed
by Equation 2. Note that the value of l in Equation 2
must be 1. This is demonstrated in Equation 4(b). After
enforcing the listen interval l, the energy consumed during
(N − 1) × Dasc − (l × 0.1024) is computed in a similar
manner using Equation 2, as demonstrated in Equation 4(c).
Once all the nodes transitioned into the Alert phase, the last
node that has just transitioned may need up to l × 0.1024
seconds to synchronize with all the nodes’ wake-up time.
The energy consumed during this duration is demonstrated
in Equation 4(d). Finally, Esmp (tsmp ) = tsmp × Ēsmp ,
where Ēsmp is the energy consumed per second during the
Sampling phase. We will present this energy in §IX-B.
VI. PACKET C REATION AND P ROTOCOL S TACK
P ROCESSING
Compared to the 802.15 family of standards, the protocol
stack of 802.11 is more complicated and introduces unique
challenges in terms of packet processing delay and its effect
on the sampling rate and inter-sample interval. In this section,
we propose methods to tackle these challenges. We consider
three IoT protocol stacks: LwIP [35], NetX [36], and NetXDuo [37]. LwIP is compatible with FreeRTOS, and NetX and
NetXDuo work with ThreadX. Although NetX and NetXDuo
support UDP and TCP, the major difference is that NetXDuo
supports both IPv4 and IPv6 stacks. Considering the higher
overhead of TCP, and since packets are transmitted over a
single hop, we use UDP. We assume reliability is addressed
by other means, such as link-layer retransmissions.
Despite using these operating systems and protocol stacks,
the observations and proposed methods can be generalized

to various systems, especially those including a single-core
application processor.
A. Packet Processing Delay and its Effect on Sampling Rate
When samples and their timestamps are ready, there are
three delay components incurred to transmit a packet: packet
preparation, network stack processing, and packet transmission by the transceiver.
Both FreeRTOS [31], [32] and ThreadX [33], [34] require
the application thread to create a packet data structure. This
process, which we refer to as packet creation, entails buffer
allocation from a pool available by the network stack. Next,
the application payload is sent to the network stack to
compute and add proper headers, including TCP/UDP, IP,
and MAC. This process is referred to as packet processing.
Finally, the frame is passed to the wireless subsystem for
transmission. Packet creation and packet processing tasks run
on the application subsystem, and low-level packet transmission operations (e.g., carrier sensing, backoff) are handled by
the wireless subsystem. Therefore, it is essential to reduce the
overhead of packet creation and processing to minimize their
impact on the sampling task.
Figure 12(a) compares the packet preparation delay of
LwIP, NetX, and NetXDuo. The average packet creation
delay is around 2.5 µs for LwIP and 0.5 µs for NetXDuo
and NetX. The main cause of this difference is the memory
allocation method used for packet buffers. With LwIP, the
packet structure prepared in the application thread is copied
to the network stack; whereas, NetX and NetXDuo provide
a zero-copy method to prevent this overhead.
Once
packet
preparation
is
complete,
the
packet_send() API is called (cf. Algorithm 1). To
measure packet processing duration, we modified the
network stack to keep track of two events for each packet:
(i) when the packet arrives in the network stack and (ii)
when the packet is fully processed by the driver and is
ready to be sent to the firmware (wireless subsystem).
Figure 12(b) demonstrates packet processing delay. In this
figure, the name of a protocol stack refers to standard
packet processing, including generating UDP, IP, and MAC
headers. The results demonstrate that the mean packet
processing latency of NetX and NetXDuo is about 65%
lower than that of LwIP. One of the main reasons causing
the poor performance of LwIP is that it performs multiple
validation steps while the packet is passed through the stack.
For example, LwIP checks if the socket is valid before
further packet processing. Also, both NetX and NetXDuo
implement an enhanced UDP processing implementation
[36], [37].
To reduce protocol stack processing overhead, we modified NetX and NetXDuo to bypass UDP checksum generation. These enhanced stacks are denoted as NetX-NC
and NetXDuo-NC, where ’NC’ refers to No Checksum. The
results in Figure 12(b) show that bypassing UDP checksum
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Fig. 12. Empirical evaluation of (a) packet creation, and (b) packet
processing duration. The number on each box plot presents the mean value.
NetX-NC and NetXDuo-NC refer to bypassing UDP checksum, where ’NC’
stands for No Checksum. NetX-R and NetXDuo-R refer to raw socket
processing, which represents fully bypassing the UDP layer.

reduces the packet processing time of NetX and NetXDuo
by 62% and 24%, respectively.
To further reduce packet processing delay, we fully bypass
UDP processing. These protocol stacks are called NetXR and NetXDuo-R, where ’R’ stands for raw. With this
enhancement, NetX-R and NetXDuo-R achieve 1.96 µs and
10.22 µs delay, respectively. Considering the execution duration of these network stacks, when collecting 256-sample
batches at 500 ksps, the packet processing delay of LwIP,
NetX, and NetXDuo result in missing about 39, 13, 14
samples per packet processing, respectively. With NetX-R
and NetXDuo-R, the number of missing samples is reduced
to 1 and 5 samples per packet processing, respectively.
Considering the lower packet processing delay of NetX, we
use this network stack in the rest of this paper.
B. Impact on Sampling Stability
In §IV-B we assumed the only task being run by the
processor is the sampling task, which is the task responsible
for communicating with the ADC and transferring samples
to the processor. In this section, we use the term ’SamplingOnly’ to refer to this scenario. The results presented in §IV-B
demonstrated that even the ’Sampling-Only’ scenario results
in inter-sample variations. Since in the realistic scenarios the
collected samples must be transmitted, in this section, we
study how packet preparation, processing, and transmission
exacerbate the variations of inter-sample intervals.
In a normal producer-consumer analogy, the sampling task
(producer thread) passes the samples to the protocol stack
(consumer thread) for processing. Suppose the sampling and
packet processing tasks are assigned the same priority level.
In that case, the processor switches between the two tasks
until the packet is fully processed, and both context switching
and packet processing disturb the sampling task. For example,
in Figure 3(b), the processor switches to another task before
collecting Sample 2. In this case, the interval between the
collection of Sample 1 and Sample 2 increases and results in
higher differences between t2 − t1 and t3 − t2 .

Fig. 13. Variations of inter-sample intervals when performing 60000
iterations of collecting 512-sample batches. The sampling rate is 100 ksps.
The numbers on top of the outliers represent the maximum outlier value,
and the numbers on the right side of each box plot represent the mean
values. Sampling-Only refers to the case where no packet processing task
runs on the system. NetX-NC and NetX-R refer to no UDP checksum and
raw packet processing, respectively. NetX-NC-B and NetX-R-B refer to the
blocking call versions of packet processing using NetX-NC and NetX-R,
respectively. The blocking call implementations reduce interval variations
by up to 70%. Compared to Sampling-Only, the higher variations of NetXNC-B and NetX-R-B are caused by the communication between driver and
firmware.

As Figure 13 demonstrates, the inter-sample intervals
achieved by using NetX-NC and NetX-R are up to 42.05
and 25.39 µs, respectively, which are significantly higher than
Sampling-Only results. These results confirm that running
packet processing while the sampling task is in progress
causes higher variations in inter-sample intervals. An alternative is to assign a higher priority to the sampling
task. In this case, however, the high sampling rate and
involvement of the processor in sample collection through
the SPI bus prevents the allocation of enough resources to
packet processing, and this ultimately results in a buffer
overflow. The other alternative is to assign a higher priority
to the packet processing task. Although, in general, this
configuration reduces the inter-sample variations, the packet
processing task has the authority to interrupt the sampling
task at any time. For example, when an incoming broadcast
packet arrives, it causes context switching to the packet
processing task, and the utilization of the processor by this
task causes interruptions of the sampling task.
To remedy this problem, we modified the NetX stack
by converting the packet_send() API into a blocking
call, while both sampling and packet processing tasks run
at the same priority level. The new API returns when the
packet passes through all the layers and is processed by
the driver. With this method, outgoing packet processing
runs sequentially after collecting each batch of samples, and
packet processing receives full processor attention. Also,
in the case of incoming packets, the processor is shared
between the two tasks. These methods are named NetX-NCB and NetX-R-B in Figure 13, where ‘B’ refers to blocking.
As the results show, for NetX-NC-B and NetX-R-B, the
maximum inter-sample variation is dropped by 70% and
50%, respectively. Note that converting packet_send()

VII. T IME S YNCHRONIZATION
Accurate analysis of the server’s collected data requires
establishing time synchronization across all the nodes and
timestamping all the samples. In the proposed system, we
achieve time synchronization by the periodic transmission of
a broadcast time synchronization packet from the server to
all the nodes. Each broadcast packet is sent once by the AP,
and all the nodes receive this packet concurrently. When a
node receives this packet, it modifies its internal timer by
running a Time Synchronization Method (TSM) that adjusts
the node’s clock with the one received in the packet. The time
synchronization packet’s payload size is nine bytes, where
eight bytes represent nanosecond time and one byte is used
for packet type identification.
Although, in general, establishing time synchronization in
single-hop networks is more straightforward than in multihop networks, the use of 802.11 standard introduces unique
challenges. This section focuses on the delay of processing
incoming packets as the leading cause of time synchronization inaccuracy.
A. Packet Reception Delay
We study how protocol stack layers, from the 802.11
firmware up to the UDP layer, affect the delay of processing
an incoming time synchronization packet. We modified these
network stacks and placed the TSM in different layers.
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Fig. 14. An incoming broadcast packet used for time synchronization passes
through all the shaded layers until it reaches the layer that includes TSM.
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to a blocking call does not mean that packets cannot be
buffered. We provisioned a 200-packet buffer in the driver.
Once the protocol stack fully processes a packet, the control
returns to the sampling task if the buffer is not full. If the
buffer is full, the packet processing API waits for the packet
buffer to become available before resuming sampling.
Even with using a blocking call, the range of variations
is still higher than Sampling-Only. We identified that the
driver-firmware interactions cause these outliers. The SoC
we used in our node design has two processors, as discussed
in §III. The packet exchange between the wireless and
application processors is via Direct Memory Access (DMA).
Once the driver completes processing a packet, it is sent to the
firmware immediately or later. The delay of sending a packet
to the firmware is because the firmware, which resides in the
wireless subsystem, may be busy sending another packet. Part
of initiating a driver-firmware communication through DMA
requires attention from the application processor; therefore,
the sampling rate is affected. Nevertheless, these variations
account for less than 1% of inter-sample intervals.
It is important to note that the inter-sample variations
reported in this section are pertaining to the processor type
used in our node design. For example, a processor with a
lower operating frequency may demonstrate higher variations
due to the longer duration of packet processing. Such studies
across various hardware platforms are left as future work.
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Fig. 15. Empirical evaluation of time synchronization error. When the TSM
is implemented in the driver or a layer above it, the worst-case accuracy
surpasses 20 µs. When the TSM is implemented in the firmware, the worstcase accuracy is less than 0.25 µs. These results confirm that firmware-level
time synchronization is required to achieve sub-µs accuracy.

Figure 14 shows these scenarios. Since the ultimate goal
of time synchronization is to ensure all the nodes use the
same clock value when adding timestamps to samples, we
measured the time difference between two nodes immediately
after processing the time synchronization packet. This experiment was repeated for over one million iterations. Figure 15
presents the empirical results. It is important to note that
these results present the difference between the delay of
processing time synchronization packets by the two nodes
in our testbed. We detail these results as follows. Bypassing
UDP checksum (denoted as ’NC’) in LwIP and NetX results
in close to 30 µs error. With NetXDuo, however, the max
error is close to 120 µs. We identified this increase due to
the higher processing overhead of NetXDuo caused by its
IPv6 supporting feature. The results also show that, although
using raw sockets entirely bypasses UDP layer processing,
it does not reduce time synchronization error. The same
observation is made even when the TSM is placed in the
driver. These results indicate that the causes of processing
time variability are located before the packet is delivered
to the driver. In particular, once subtracted across the two
nodes, the delay of memory allocation to the packet and processing it in the driver and upper layers is almost negligible
compared to the delays caused before the packet arrives in
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SoC

the driver. As discussed in §VI, packet exchange between
the wireless and application subsystems is via DMA. With
this architecture, time synchronization error is caused by the
instance interrupts are raised by the wireless subsystem of
each node. Based on this observation, we moved the TSM to
the firmware, hence it is run by the wireless subsystem. Thus,
time synchronization happens before the received packet is
transferred to the application subsystem via DMA. With
this enhancement, as Figure 15 shows, the maximum error
drops to less than 0.25 µs. This accuracy is sufficient to
maintain time synchronization accuracy for sampling rates
up to 1 Msps.
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B. Periodic Time Synchronization
The server must periodically transmit a time synchronization packet to ensure that the nodes’ clocks do not deviate
beyond a specific limit. Determining the proper period depends on the clock stability of the nodes’ processor. The
processor’s clock frequency stability, denoted as ν, varies
based on changes in temperature, voltage, output load, and
aging. Frequency stability is typically expressed in parts per
million (ppm). Peak frequency variation can be presented
as df = f × ν, where f is processor frequency [45]. The
maximum time difference between two nodes per second can
1
1
− (f +d
. The CYW54907 [40]
be expressed as dt = (f −d
f)
f)
used in our node design runs at 160 MHz and its ν =
±2.5 ppm. Therefore, its peak frequency variation is df =
400 Hz, and the maximum timing error per second between
two nodes is dt = 5 µs. The maximum synchronization
error immediately after processing the time synchronization
packet is less than 0.25 µs. When sampling at 500 ksps,
a time synchronization error of less than 1 µs allows the
server to correlate the samples, which are collected every
2 µs. To achieve a maximum error of 0.75 µs, the period of
time synchronization must be less than 150 ms. For 100 ksps,
a time synchronization period of 1.95 s limits the error to
9.75 µs.
VIII. H ARDWARE D ESIGN
The primary hardware design considerations are lowpower consumption and supporting high sampling rates. Figure 16 presents the prototype and block diagram of a Sensifi
node. At a high level, our proposed node design consists of
three main units: (i) The SoC is used to collect data from the
sensing unit, construct data packets, send packets to an AP,
and control the sensing and power management units. (ii) The
sensing unit is responsible for measuring acceleration forces
and converting analog measurements to digital data. (iii) The
power management unit supplies all the components with a
stable power source, provides an accurate reference voltage
to the sensing unit, measures the node’s power consumption,
and protects the node from under-voltage discharge. A node
includes components (such as a current monitor, battery gas

Fig. 16. The (a) prototype and (b) block diagram of a Sensifi node.

gauge, and probe pins) to facilitate performance study and
adapt this design for various applications.
Since we have discussed SoC in §III, we focus on the
sensing and power management unit in this section. Although
this node is geared towards vibration test monitoring, it can
be simply modified for various application types.
A. Sensing Unit
The sensing unit consists of two components, a MicroElectro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometer and an
ADC. The details of these components are discussed as
follows.
1) Sensor: Vibration test requires accelerometers to measure frequencies from 10 Hz to 10 kHz. In addition to accuracy, the sensor must be low-power, low-cost, and available
in a small form factor. Considering these requirements,
capacitive accelerometers are suitable for measuring static
and dynamic accelerations, offering linearity, showing high
output stability, and low cost. The sensor used in our node
design is ADXL1004 [46], a MEMS capacitive accelerometer
with a measurement range of ± 500 g-force and capable
of measuring frequencies of up to 24 kHz. Its maximum
power consumption
is 5 mW and its noise range is up
√
to 125 µg/ Hz. Sensor sensitivity is 2.64 mV/g with an
input voltage of 3.3 V. To achieve this sensitivity, we use a
precision voltage rail for the sensor’s power input to provide
a low variance (≤ 1%) across temperature and node-to-node.
2) ADC: Since the highest sampling frequency measured
by the sensor is 24 kHz, according to the Nyquist theorem,
the sampling rate must be at least 2 × 24 kHz. The sensor
has 2.64 mV/g sensitivity with input voltage 3.3 V. Although
a 12-bit ADC with 1.6 mV resolution and input voltage of
3.3 V is sufficient to acquire the sensor’s output accurately,
we use an ADC that provides higher resolution and is capable
of sampling at considerably higher rates. With this design,
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the ADC can interface with different types of sensors and
be used in applications with higher demands. Specifically,
our design includes a 16-bit AD4008 [47] that supports a
maximum sampling rate of 500 ksps. To interface the ADC
with the SoC, we developed a custom SPI bus driver. To this
end, in addition to the datasheet, we used the FPGA-based
evaluation board and the Windows-based software available
for this ADC to understand its timing requirements.
The CONV pin of AD4008 is not an interrupt-driven
method to detect conversion completion; instead, this pin
is used to trigger conversion. Although some ADCs (e.g.,
ADS8166 and MAX12555) provide a pin to detect sample
conversion time, the processor involvement is necessary to
send and receive messages over the SPI bus (as discussed
in §VI-B). Although some SoCs include ADC and support
DMA transmission to the main memory, they do not support
802.11 communication, and therefore it is necessary to transfer the data to another SoC; however, this process introduces
additional overhead. We leave the design, development, and
potential benefits of such node architecture as future work.
To prevent aliasing and non-linear charge kickback at
the start of each ADC acquisition phase, we placed a first
order anti-aliasing RC filter at the ADC’s input. In addition,
AD4008 provides a high-z mode feature that mitigates the
effects of non-linear charge kickback and reduces distortion
over a wide frequency range up to 100 kHz.
B. Power Management Unit
The power management unit must be capable of operating
over a wide load profile. The gas gauge is used to protect
the battery (lithium-polymer) from under-voltage discharge
and monitor the battery’s remaining charge. The bucket-boost
converter (TPS63020) is part of the node’s main voltage rail
and feeds into the cascaded linear regulators. By simulating
performance across the design input voltage range and load
currents up to 500 mA, the bucket-boost converter shows an
efficiency range between 88% at light current load and up to
94.5% for the max current load [48]. However, the bucketboost converter introduces a switching noise that affects other
sensitive analog components when the performance efficiency
reaches 90%. To reduce the noise and provide a steady
voltage output, our design uses TPS3737 [49] 3.3 V and
TPS78018 [50] 1.8 V low-dropout (LDO) regulators. The
3.3 V regulator provides a stable voltage for the processor and
wireless transceiver unit, and the 1.8 V regulator provides a
stable voltage for the ADC. Since AD4008 and ADXL1004
only consume a maximum of 2 mA during sampling, the
impact of dissipated power loss for the 1.8 V LDO regulator
is negligible.
Our design uses a LT1461 [51] to provide an extremely
constant voltage reference that is resistant to temperature,
noise on the supply rail, and process variations [52]. We
connect the LT1461 to the ADXL1004 and AD4008 to
prevent the risk of switching noise or voltage ripple, thereby
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TABLE I
C URRENT CONSUMPTION BY THE POWER MANAGEMENT UNIT

Idle\Alert
Sampling

Active Component’s Current (mA)
Battery
Buck
3.3V
1.8V 3.3V
Gas
Boost
LDO LDO
Ref
Gauge Converter
0.1
0.105
0.297
0.1
0.105
0.297 0.872 0.07

Total
Current
(mA)
0.502
1.444

reducing measurement inaccuracies. It can also deliver up
to 50 mA, and the output voltage is guaranteed to be within
±0.08% of the nominal value with a temperature drift of only
12 ppm/◦ C. For developmental purposes and to eliminate the
need to use an external power meter, an INA219 [53] is used
for in-circuit power measurement.
We used a high-precision Digital Multimeter (DMM) [54]
to study the power consumed by the components of the power
measurement unit. Table I presents the results. During the
Idle phase and Alert phase, both the ADXL1004 and AD4008
are completely turned off, and only the SoC needs to be
powered. Table I shows that the current consumption of the
power management unit during these phases is 502 µA. The
sensor and ADC must be turned on during the Sampling
phase. Due to the activation of the 1.8 V LDO and the
3.3 V reference voltage, the power consumption of the power
management unit increases to 1.444 mA. We present the
overall energy consumption of a node during the Sampling
phase in §IX-B.
IX. OVERALL S YSTEM E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the overall performance of the
proposed system in terms of sampling rate, data generation
rate, and energy efficiency.
A. Effective Sampling Rate and Data Rate
During the Sampling phase, each node switches between
sampling, packet encoding, packet creation, and packet processing. To quantify the processing overhead of these tasks
on the sampling rate, we define effective rate as the actual
number of samples collected and transmitted per second by
a node. Figure 17 shows the empirical evaluation of the
effective rate. On the other hand, to quantify the effectiveness
of the encoding methods, Figure 18 presents the empirical
measurement of wireless communication rate.
Both Figures 17 and 18 include Baseline-6B, which represents the case where no encoding is applied on timestamps
(§IV-B). Note that the number of samples per packet when
using Baseline-6B is always 183, independent of batch size.
As Figure 17 shows, we observe that the sampling rate
achieved by Baseline-6B is closer to the target rate, compared
to the cases where encoding is applied. This is because
packet encoding introduces a processing time that causes
sampling interruption. However, as Figure 18 shows, the
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(a) 256-Sample Batch

(b) 256-Sample Batch

(c) 512-Sample Batch

(d) 512-Sample Batch

Fig. 17. Empirical measurement of effective rate for (a) and (b): 256-sample
batches, and (c) and (d): 512-sample batches. The effective rate is the actual
number of samples collected per second by a node. Note that the number of
samples per packet when using Baseline-6B is always 183, independent of
batch size. NetX refers to the default protocol stack, and NetX-R-B refers
to the blocking call implementation of raw packet processing.

(a) 256-Sample Batch

(b) 256-Sample Batch

(c) 512-Sample Batch

(d) 512-Sample Batch

Fig. 18. Empirical measurement of wireless communication rate. The
data generated per second by a node includes samples, timestamps, packet
encoding data, and packet headers. Note that the number of samples per
packet when using Baseline-6B is always 183, independent of batch size.

data rate generated per node is considerably higher when
using Baseline-6B. For example, when sampling at 500 ksps,
the sampling rate of D-OENC is 10% lower than that of
Baseline-6B (Figure 17(d)), whereas, the data rate generated

by Baseline-6B is 220% higher (Figure 18(d)). Regardless of
the channel access mechanism, the significantly higher data
rate of Baseline-6B increases the number of APs required
to ensure the bandwidth and reliability requirements of
communication are met. Also, note that for sampling rates
less than 500 ksps, the effective rate achieved by D-OENC
is almost the same as the target rate, but the amount of data
generated by Baseline-6B is considerably higher.
As the sampling rate increases, the duration required to
collect a batch drops, but the overhead of encoding and
packet processing remains unchanged; thereby, the effective
rate drops as the sampling rate increases. With D-OENC,
although the results in §IV-D demonstrated a 147% increase
in processing time when switching from 256- to 512-sample
batch, the results show almost similar performance for the
two batch sizes. There are two reasons for this observation:
First, packet processing overhead halves when the batch size
doubles. Second, due to the SPI bus initialization time, the
time it takes to collect 512 samples consecutively is less than
collecting this number of samples in two 256-sample batches.
In summary, by using D-OENC and NetX-R-B, we are able
to collect up to 436 ksps when the ADC operates at 500 ksps,
as Figure 17(d) shows. With IENC, however, we observe a
considerably lower effective rate when comparing the smaller
and larger batch sizes, i.e., Figures 17(a) and (b) against (c)
and (d). Based on the results presented in §IV-D, increasing
the batch size from 256 to 512 exhibits a 376% increase in the
execution time of IENC. This significant increase in encoding
time dominates the overheads caused by packet processing
and SPI bus initialization.
These results also show the effect of network stack on both
effective rate and data rate. Compared to NetX, using NetXR-B results in faster packet processing, thereby increasing the
effective rate. On the other hand, since NetX-R-B bypasses
UDP processing, the packets do not include the UDP header,
hence reducing the amount of data generated per second.
For example, when sampling at 500 ksps, Figure 17(b) shows
that using D-OENC with NetX-R-B increases the number of
samples collected per second by about 6000, compared to
NetX. This comes at 0.025 Mbps increase in data rate, as
Figure 18(b) demonstrates. With IENC, Figure 18(b) shows
that sampling rate increases by about 31000, and this causes
0.157 Mbps increase in data rate.
B. Energy Consumption During Sampling Phase
This section presents the energy consumption of a node
that uses D-OENC and NetX-R-B during the Sampling
phase. Figure 19 shows the empirical measurement of energy
consumption for various sampling rates. As we increase
the sampling rate from 10 ksps to 500 ksps, the energy
consumed per second increases by 6.7% and 6.4% when
using 256- and 512-sample batches, respectively. The higher
energy consumption when using 256-sample batches is due
to the higher packet header overhead caused by sending more
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(a) 256-Sample Batch
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(b) 512-Sample Batch

Fig. 19. Empirical measurement of energy consumption during the Sampling
phase. While the effective rate of the 512-sample batch size is higher (Figure
17), its energy consumption is lower because of the lesser overhead of packet
processing and transmission.

packets. Also, with the smaller batch size, packet processing
overhead increases and the number of switching between
reception and transmission mode doubles.
X. R ELATED W ORK
The existing SHM systems are built on top of the 802.15
standards to reduce installation and maintenance costs for
structural monitoring [24], [55], [56], machine health monitoring [3], [57], space applications [58], [59], and natural
hazard monitoring [4], [60]. These standards offer low energy
consumption, low cost, ease of integration with various
microprocessors, and the simplicity of configuring and customizing physical layer and MAC parameters [13], [24], [59],
[61], [62]. However, these systems do not support ultra-highrate applications; instead, they either focus on the networking
and energy efficiency aspects of multi-hop communication or
propose methods for distributed processing and data aggregation [25]. Although using distributed processing can reduce
communication rate demand, not all applications can benefit
from this method. The applications that require long sampling
duration or raw sample collection across nodes (similar
to that discussed in §II) require centralized processing to
enhance analysis accuracy and reduce the processing burden
of nodes [20], [63].
Abedi et al. [64] showed that at the physical layer, the
energy consumption of 802.11 is 10 - 100 nJ/bit, while the
range is 275 - 300 nJ/bit for Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).
They also argued that the overall energy consumption of
802.11 is higher than BLE due to the overheads pertaining
to association and maintaining association. The benefits of
using 802.11 for building high-rate, energy-efficient WSNs
have been studied recently. Tramarin et al. [65] evaluated
the suitability of 802.11n in industrial applications from its
physical layer point of view. Luvisotto et al. [10] provided
an overview of the requirements of industrial wireless networks and studied the suitability of 802.11 to address these
requirements, compared to cellular and 802.15 networks.
Yu et al. [66] proposed an 802.11-based WSN to monitor
potential damages to bridge parts while they are being lifted

and mounted. The sampling rate of each node is 100 sps, each
packet contains 80 samples, and the size of each sample is
16 bits. RT-WiFi [26], [28] can sample at up to 6 ksps. The
basic idea is to modify the driver and mac80211 module
on a Linux machine and enforce transmission schedules
received from a central controller. They also evaluated system
performance in a gait rehabilitation application where a
mobile assistive robot and a smart shoe collect and transmit
samples at 100 sps and 1 ksps, respectively, and the controller
replies at 100 sps. Their work, however, does not address the
challenges pertaining to scalability, high-rate transmission,
and energy efficiency. Dombrowski and Gross [67] proposed
a distributed and deterministic channel access method to
enhance the reliability of using token-ring for channel access
arbitration. They utilize software-defined radios operating in
a 10 MHz channel. The sampling rate of this solution is
20 sps. Khorov et al. [68] presented the periodic reservation
methods available in various 802.11 standards including
802.11s, 802.11ad, 802.11ax, and 802.11be. They also addressed the challenges of establishing communication reservation periods for exchanging real-time multimedia traffic
between two stations in the presence of interference. The
use of 802.11 standards in real-time multimedia applications
has been studied in [69] and [70]. Seno et al. [27] proposed a centrally-controlled 802.11 network to decide the
admission of nodes that require real-time communication.
They use an Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling method
to admit nodes into the network, subject to their deadline
and retransmission requirements. Their proposed method has
been implemented on the Linux operating system and the
ath9k driver. They present a thorough analysis of reliability;
however, there is no study of the sampling rate. Bartolomeu
et al. [71] addressed the challenges of transmitting real-time
packets in the presence of non-real-time traffic.
In summary, the sampling rates achieved by the aforementioned works are far below the requirements of ultra-highrate applications. Also, in contrast to our work, the use of
extended-period beacon reception and periodic association
has not been studied in the existing works. In particular, existing studies are primarily focused on reducing communication
overhead in smartphones, and none of them propose methods
for applications with long inactivity periods.
In this paper, we underlined the importance of time synchronization for accurate sample timestamping. Achieving
accurate time synchronization across nodes is also essential for TDMA-based channel access and real-time communication, and therefore, it has been studied by existing
works [26], [28], [72]–[75]. IEEE 802.11 specifies a Time
Synchronization Function (TSF) to time synchronize the
wake-up instances of stations for beacon reception. However, as per industrial implementations, the accuracy of this
method is within 25 µs; thereby, it cannot be used in highrate applications. Sevani et al. [76] utilized Madwifi driver
(for Linux) and employed hardware packet timestamping
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to achieve a synchronization error of 10 µs. Uchimura et
al. [72] considered using TSF for time synchronization in
adhoc 802.11 networks. They analyzed the effect of channel
access contention and beacon collision on accuracy. Their
empirical results using RT-Linux show the clock accuracy
of 27 µs. Wei et al. [26] modified the ath9k driver on
Linux to utilize TSF for achieving time synchronization in
a single-hop network. Assuming beacon transmission every
100 ms, they consider a maximum clock drift of 20 µs. To
achieve nanosecond precision synchronization, Seijo et al.
[77] proposed a timestamping method that, in particular, takes
into account the packet arrival rate caused by the multipath
effect. They utilize simulation-based studies to evaluate the
proposed method. In short, the existing time synchronization
methods (e.g., 20 µs in [75] and [26], 27 µs in [72], and 10 µs
in [76]) do not provide the accuracy required for sample
timestamping in ultra-high-rate applications.
Although modification of the 802.11 stack and bypassing layer-3 and layer-4 processing are the most common
approaches employed to develop 802.11-based WSNs and
enhance time synchronization accuracy, there is no study
concerning the effect of packet processing on sampling jitter.
Furthermore, in contrast with the existing work that utilize
the Linux operating system (e.g., [26]–[28], [72], [73], [78]),
in this paper we utilized RTOSes and lightweight protocol
stacks primarily designed for IoT applications.
Some WSN designs employ non-live data collection to
cope with the low transmission rate of 802.15.4 links or
reduce the effect of wireless transmission on the sampling
rate. For example, in [20], each node stores the collected
samples in its local storage, and then the saved data is sent
over 802.15.4 links. The impact of writing to flash storage
on the stability of sampling rate was studied in [20]. They
demonstrated that when sampling at 5 ksps, the sampling jitter is increased by 10 µs. They argued that a multi-processor
node design is required to tackle this challenge. Dai et al. [79]
showed that the process of sample collection and writing to
a memory card reduces the sampling rate. To address this
problem, they used the DMA controller to directly transfer
data from ADC to SRAM. The user can then request for wireless transfer of the collected samples. Although they show
the enhancements in terms of the processor cycles saved, no
evaluation of the actual sampling rate was presented. Phanish
et al. [61] also used DMA to enhance sampling rate stability.
Specifically, each sampling round collects and transfers 16
samples to SRAM via DMA. Then, each batch of samples
is sent as one packet. Compared to our work, none of the
existing works studied the effect of packet preparation and
transmission on sampling rate.
In addition to non-live data collection, various compression
methods have been used to reduce the amount of data transmitted per node. One common approach for time-series-based
data is to compute auto-regressive/auto-regressive moving
average (AR/ARMA) coefficients locally by each node and
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transmit this data instead of the raw sensor data [80], [81], or
use AR methods with random decrements to compress sensor
data by averaging a large number of time segments [82].
Nevertheless, these approaches are lossy and cannot be used
in scenarios where raw data collection is required to implement various data analysis methods [7], [23]. Furthermore,
even if a drop in monitoring accuracy is tolerated, the
compression level provided by these methods is not enough
to adapt low-rate wireless technologies for ultra-high-rate
applications. Finally, the high processing complexity of these
compression algorithms directly affects the sampling rate.
Another approach is to process data locally and send samples
only if a particular event is detected [23], [30].
XI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented Sensifi, a system based on the 802.11
(WiFi) standard for ultra-high-rate sensing applications. Our
main observations and contributions are as follows: (i) We
showed that timestamp encoding is necessary to reduce the
overhead of data transmission. We proposed a lossless encoding method that achieves a high compression rate and low
processing overhead. (ii) Considering the unique operational
phases of the 802.11 standard, we proposed methods to
enhance network longevity. In particular, we showed that periodic reassociation with the AP may be preferred over long
beacon reception intervals. (iii) We profiled the overhead of
various network stacks in terms of outgoing packet preparation, processing, and their impact on sampling rate and stability. We significantly reduced packet processing overhead by
bypassing the UDP layer. Also, by implementing a blocking
packet processing call, we minimized the effect of packet
processing on sampling stability. (iv) We studied the delay
of processing time synchronization packets from firmware
to the application layer, and we proved that firmware-based
processing is necessary to achieve a sub-µs accuracy. (v)
We proposed a low-power node design for ultra-high-rate
applications and presented empirical micro-benchmarks and
overall system evaluation results using this node design. Our
work leveraged the two widely used RTOSes (FreeRTOS
and ThreadX) and three low-power network stacks (NetX,
NetXDuo, and LwIP).
Although Sensifi provides live data transmission, no perpacket delivery delay is enforced. To enable the adoption
of the proposed work in applications where real-time data
delivery is a requirement [1], an area of future work is to
establish a time-slotted channel access scheduling among
nodes. In this work, we enhanced scalability by reducing
the amount of data generated per node. An area of future
work is to evaluate system scalability and communication
reliability using a large testbed and considering various
channel access methods. Compared to 802.11ac used in this
paper, the 802.11ax standard offers OFDMA, which can be
leveraged for the allocation of sub-carriers to nodes based
on their buffered data. In addition, MU-MIMO allows the
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AP to concurrently receive and decode signals received from
multiple nodes. Both of these methods enhance the packet
delivery rate and reduce the energy consumption of nodes.
Such evaluations require a large-scale testbed and alternative
hardware platforms. Novel methods must also be developed
for systems that include more than one AP. For example,
managing the association point of each node can be leveraged
to reduce the number of retransmissions and enhance system
reliability.
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